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Let B be a closed linear transformation of the Banach space X into the Banach 
space Y and let A be a bounded linear transformation of Y into the Banach 
space Z. A simple condition is shown to be necessary and sufficient for AB to 
have closed range. Provided B is relatively regular there is a simple necessary 
and sufficient condition for AB to be relatively regular. Provided B+ and A+ are 
pseudoinverses for B and A, respectively, the condition that B+A+ is a pseudo- 
inverse for AB is completely characterized. 

In this note we consider the problem of when the product of two relatively 
regular linear transformations is relatively regular. The essence of this problem 
is the determination of necessary and sufficient conditions for the product of two 
linear transformations with closed range to have closed range. The results of 
this note generalize and refine the results of [I, 21, although the techniques used 
in this note are markedly different from the earlier methods. A good reference 
for the terms that we do not define is [4]. 

We denote the kernel or nullspace of a linear transformation T by ker T. 
We denote the minimum modulus of T by y(T) and we define it to 
be inf(jj TX Ij/dist(x, ker T): x in domain of T}, where O/O is defined to be positive 
infinity. The transformation T has closed range if and only if r(T) is positive 
(for example, see [4, p. 981). E ssential to our work is the notion of angular 
distance between subspaces which seems to originate in [6, p. 71. The angular 
distance between two nontrivial subspaces, say M and N, is r[M, N] = 
inf{(lx-yll:xEM,yEN,Jlxll = 1 =jjyIj} and if either M or N is trivial 
then y[M, N] is defined to be one. 

Throughout this note X, Y, and 2 denote Banach spaces, .,%‘(Y, 2) denotes 
the bounded linear transformations of Y into 2, and %?(X, Y) denotes the closed 
linear transformations of X into Y. 

LEMMA. Let A E S?(Y, Z), B E V(X, Y) have closed ranges; that is, AY, BX 
are closed. Provided ker A n BX = (0) the range of AB is closed if and only if 
y[ker A, BX] is positive. 
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Proof. Assuming y[ker A, BX] = 0 we take two sequences of unit vectors 
{fJ C ker A and {Bg,} such that lim /I fn - Bgn // = 0. Since 

II AQ, II = II A&, - Afn II < II A II I/ Bgn - fn // , 

it follows that the range of A 1 BX is not closed. 
It is trivial that ker AB = ker B. If G- is the standard projection of Y onto 

Y/ker A then A induces a bounded transformation with bounded inverse 
between TY and 2. Thus, ABX = ATBX is closed if and only if TBX is closed. 
In particular, if ABX is not closed then there are sequences {We} C X, {z+J C 
ker A such that {Bw,} consists of unit vectors and lim(Bw, - wle) = 0. Clearly 
it follows that lim j\ ok I/ = 1 and for xlz = vk/ll ok \I we get lim I\ Bw, - xk \/ = 0. 
Hence y[ker A, BX] = 0. 

THEOREM. Let A E 2(Y, Z), B E ‘%7(X, Y) h ave closed ranges and let Y,, denote 
ker A n BX. The range of AB is closed if and only ;f y[ker A/Y,, , BX/Y,] is 
positive. 

Proof. Let TV , 72 , 3 7 be the standard projections TV: Y -+ Y/Y0 , TV: Y + 
Y/ker A, 73: Y/Y,, - (Y/Y,)/(ker A/Y,,). Note that ker T2 = (ker A)/Y,, and 
T~BX = BX/Y,, . The previous lemma implies that TOTS is closed if and 
only if 

y[ker A/Y,, , BX/Y,] > 0. 

Since the linear transformation that A induces on TRY has a bounded inverse, it 
follows that ABX = A(T,J~X) is closed if and only if T$?X is closed. Thus it 
suffices to prove that T,BX is closed if and only if TOTS is closed. 

The proof is concluded by showing that TOTS is isometrically isomorphic 
to TV. This follows by elementary algebraic arguments. 

The previous theorem gives a very general device for constructing bounded 
operators B such that BX is closed and B2X is not closed. Thus, it provides a 
a very general answer to [S, Question (3)]. Let X, and X2 be any pair of subspaces 
of X such that 

Define B to be zero on X1 and to be the identity on X2 . 
It should be remarked that the asymmetric hypothesis on A and B cannot be 

improved by letting A E U( Y, 2). Th is assertion is substantiated by the following 
example. Let each of the spaces X, Y, 2 be Z2 @ Z2; let a denote the sequence with 
jth entry equal to aj and let 0 denote the sequence of zeros. The domain of A, 
denoted D(A), is defined to be {(a, c): C P 1 ak I2 < oo} and A(a, c) = (b, 0) 
where 6, = jaj . Note that A is closed since its restriction to Z2 @ {0} is the inverse 
of a bounded everywhere defined linear operator; the range of A is closed since 
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the minimum modulus of A restricted to la @ (0) is one. Define B by the equation 
B(a, 6) = (c, d) w h ere cj = aJj and dj = ai( jz - l)ll”/j and note that the 
restriction of B to Z2 @ (0) is isometric. Clearly ABX is closed and it is easy to 
see that ker A n BX = ((0, 0)). If e, d enotes the sequence with all entries equal 
to zero except for the jth entry which is one then (0, ei) E ker A. Since BX con- 
tains (ejij, ej( ja - l)1’z/j) it follows that y[ker A, BX] = 0. Thus the theorem 
cannot be extended. 

Our theorem implies the following useful corollary proved by Goldberg [4]. 

COROLLARY. Let A E 2’( Y, Z), B E U(X, Y) have closed ranges. Ij dim ker A 
is finite then ABX is closed. 

Proof. Because of the compactness of the unit ball in ker A/Y0 , the equation 
y[ker A/Y,, , BX/Y,] = 0 implies (ker A/Y,) n (BX/Y,) # {0}, which is impos- 
sible. 

The next corollary has theoretical and computational advantages over the 
previous theorem since the abstract quotient spaces of that theorem are replaced 
by simpler considerations. 

COROLLARY. Let A E Z’(Y, Z), BE U(X, Y) have closed ranges. Assume 
Y0 = ker A n BX has complementary subspaces in ker A and BX, say 

ker A = Y, @ Y0 , BX = Yz @ YO. 

Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 

(i) The range of AB is closed, 

(ii) y[Y, , BX] is positive, 

(iii) y[ker A, Y,] is positive. 

Proof. Assume y[Y, , BXI > 0 and note that this implies that y[Y, , Ya] > 0. 
By [6, Proposition llD, p. 81, both Yi + Ya and Y1 + BX are closed. Let T 
be the standard map of Yr + BX onto Yr + BX/Y, , noting that 7 is an open 
map by the open mapping theorem. It is routine to see that r restricted to 
Yr + Ya is one-to-one and onto. Consequently there is a positive constant 8 
such that 

~l/hlI~/!~hII (“) 

for any h E Yr + Yz . Clearly we have .Yr = 7 ker A and 7Ya = TBX. Take 
unit vectors v and w from 7 ker A and TBX, respectively, and choose j and g 
from Yr and BX, respectively, such that ~j = v and Tg = w. By (*) above and 
[6, llA, p. 71, we get 

GW rV,gl m=Wl! , II g II> G 6 llf -g /I < II 2, - w II . 
It follows that y[ker A/Y,, BX/Y,] must be positive and so ABX is closed. 
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Assume that ABX is closed and note that y[ker A/Y,, , BX/Y,] is positive. 
Again let 7 be the standard map of Yr + BX onto Yr -1 BX/YO noting that 
TY~ = 7 ker A and rYa = TBX. Take unit vectors f and g from Yi and BX, 
respectively, and note that [6, liA, p. 71 implies 

Sr[Tf, 781 -4 Tf II , II Tg II> < II T(f - g)l/ < llf -g II . 

This shows that y[Y, , BX] is positive. 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is proved similarly. 
The preceding corollary gives a strengthened form of the main theorem of [l]. 

Assuming that Y is a Hilbert space we can replace Y1 above with ker A n Y,,‘- 
and it follows that y[ker A n Y,,‘, BX] is positive if and only if y[Y, , BX] is 
positive whenever Y1 is a subspace which is complementary to Y,, in ker A. 
It is not difficult to show that y[Y, , Y,] is positive if and only if the angle 
between Y, and Ya is positive (see [l] for definition of angle between subspaces). 

A linear transformation T is said to be relatively regular provided it has a 
bounded pseudoinverse, i.e., there is a bounded operator T+ such that 
TT+T = T (see [3]). See [7] for generalized pseudoinverses. 

COROLLARY. Let A E S(Y, Z), B E 9(X, Y) be relatively regular. Theproduct 
AB is relatively regular if and only if the following hold: 

(i) Either y[Y, , BX’J > 0 where Yl @ ker A n BX = ker A, or 
y[ker A, Ya] > 0 where Y, @ ker A n BX = BX, 

(ii) both ker AB and ABX have complementary subspaces. 

Proof. This is immediate from the preceding corollary and a trivial general- 
ization of Theorem 1 of [3, p. 91. 

Our final corollary gives a strengthened form of a main result in [5]. Part (iii) 
below for BE 2(X, Y) and A relatively regular is Koliha’s theorem. For a 
further discussion and some contrasting results see [3, pp. 31-371. 

COROLLARY. Let A E 9(Y, Z), B E 9(X, Y) have closed ranges, let P be a 
projection onto BX, and let Q be a projection with kernel equal to ker A. Then 

(i) ABX is closed if and only if QPY is closed, and 

(ii) ABX is complemented if and only if QPY is complemented, and 

(iii) provided B is relatively regular, AB is relatively regular if and only if 
QP is relatively regular. 

Proof. Clearly we have 

kerQP==kerQnPY=kerAnBX. 
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For Y,, = ker A n BX we see that y[ker Q/YO, PYjY,,] equals y[ker A/Y0 , 
BX/Y,] and (i) follows. 

The restriction of A to QY is one-to-one and AQY = AY. Since A is a linear 
isomorphism QPY = QBY is complemented inQY if and only if AQBX = ABX 
is complemented in AY. It follows that QPY is complemented if and only if 
ABX is complemented. 

Let B’ denote the restriction of B to X, where Xi is complementary to ker B. 
Since B’ is a linear isomorphism, ker A n BX is complemented in B’X, = BX 
if and only if B’-l(ker A n BX) is complemented in Xi . Because 
B’pl(ker A n BX) @ ker B = ker AB this proves that ker QP = ker A n BX 
is complemented if and only if ker AB is complemented. 

The next theorem gives a condition which is sufficient for WA+ to be a 
pseudoinverse of AB; this condition is much weaker than any of the previously 
known sufficient conditions (see [3, 51). Th e sufficient conditions given below 
cannot be improved since each is also necessary. 

Recall that BB+ is a projection, say P, onto BX along ker B+ and A+A is a 
projection, say Q, onto A+X along ker A (for example, see [3, pp. g-101). Note 
that B+ and BB+ are bounded and everywhere defined even if B is only a closed 
operator. 

THEOREM. Let A E 9(Y, Z), B E U(X, Y) have closed range and let P = BB+, 
Q = A+A. Conditions (I), (2), (3), below, are equivalent; each is implied by condi- 
tion (4): 

(1) BfA+ is a pseudoinverse for AB, 

(2) A(PQ - QP) B = 0, 

(3) QP is a projection, 

(4) PX is invariant under Q and QX is invariant under P. 

Proof. Since A = AA+A = AQ and B = BB+B = PB, condition (1) above 
is equivalent to 

ABB+A+AB = AB = AQPB 

or 

APQB = AQPB on the domain of B. 

The last equation is obviously equivalent to (2). 
Equation (2) above is equivalent to 

or 

A(PQ - QP) BX = (0) 

(PQ-QP)BXCkerA=kerQ 
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or 

Q(PQ - QP) BX = (0). 

Since BX = PX the last equation is equivalent to 

QV’Q - QP) PX = PI 

or 

QPQP - QzPz = 0. 

This is equivalent to condition (3). 
Condition (4) is equivalent to PQP = QP and QPQ = PQ. From the first of 

these, it follows that 

QPQP = Q”P, 

which proves condition (3). 
The best previously known condition for B+A+ to be a pseudoinverse of AB 

was the commutativity of P and Q. 
If X is a Hilbert space then condition (4) of the above theorem is necessary 

for B+A+ to be the Moore-Penrose inverse of AB (see [2, Remark 3.21). How- 
ever, condition (4) is not necessary for B+A+ to be a pseudoinverse of AB. For 
example, if 

then A, B and AB are projections and it follows from the preceding theorem that 
B+A+ is a pseudoinverse of AB (note that A = A+, B = B+). Nevertheless, 
AX is not invariant under BB+ = B. 
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